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Aliens Punished My Gay Ass is a bundle of
three wild extraterrestrial tales. This
collection is sure to open and explore your
darkest and more sensual fantasies. The
trilogy includes: Anal sex, oral, group sex,
double penetration, triple penetration,
rough sex, mind control, cream pies and
more! Inside youll find: Forced Gay By
Aliens Konner, a Sin City native who
works night shifts as a host in a casino is in
need of a break. Growing up in a town
where sex sells, he is looking for
something different than the ordinary Las
Vegas stripper. He finally gets his wish
when he is abducted and taken by aliens!
This is a 3,500 word hardcore gay erotic
novel. It includes- rough sex, gang bang,
double penetration, anal sex, oral sex,
cream pies, mind control and more! My
Gay Martian Adventure Tyson lives in a
rural city outside of Denver, leading a fairy
normal life of a community college
student. All that changes when he is
abducted and taken to Mars by aliens! Not
until he arrives on the foreign planet does
she discover why he is really there to
please them all.
This is a 3,500 word
hardcore gay erotic short story. It includesGang sex, rough sex, anal, oral, cream pies
and more! Alien Hound Turned Me Gay
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